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“ALLEGORICAL DIAGNOSIS” 

26.03.2020 – 02.05.2020 

REACH GEBLO 

 

Labirent Sanat is hosting Reach Geblo’s the first solo exhibition entitled “Allegorical Diagnosis” between the 
dates 26 March – 2 May 2020. 
 
“Allegorical Diagnosis” exhibits the state that belongs to everyone, in which everyone is free to see but is made 
strangers to the production process. Street artists who use walls as canvas and colourise the grays, offer their 
suggestions for people who are never going to be able to go to any exhibition throughout their lives. They 
transform monochrome life to a multicoloured one with their signatures; routine lives those begin at dusk 
become colourized without noticing, think involuntarily.  From now on, art is everywhere. 
 
In his first solo exhibition entitled “Allegorical Diagnosis”, graffiti artist Reach Geblo both convey his experience 
and share his paintings with his educated and competent hand by transferring the walls which he had 
transformed into canvases to the exhibition space. The portraits in the exhibition are the portraits of the friends 
of him whom he knows and shares things with. He does not draw anybody’s portraits, he both makes the 
audience come eye to eye with his acquaintances’ facial expressions and occasionally hides them. The blue and 
red on his portraits are not colours, they are the lights of the thing which first warns vocally while experiencing 
the whole street and then prohibits the spoiling of the grays. Blue and red are the coldest and the warmest 
primary colours; they are sensed very clearly at a distance and closely, respectively. 

In the exhibition Reach Geblo, shares his experiences with the audience, through his witnesses. He transfers the 
free and simultaneous restricted area to the exhibition space. Each canvas makes feel the permanence of 
themselves with their different materials since these paintings are in danger of getting covered up with a gray 
dye at any moment in the streets. The sculpture-installation in the exhibition transforms the experiences of all 
street artists in a counter-monument, based on the artist himself. 

Reach Geblo’s solo exhibition entitled “Allegorical Diagnosis” can be seen from 26 March – 2 May 2020 at 
Labirent Sanat. 
 

Labirent Sanat 

Asmalı Mescit Mah. Sofyalı Sok. No: 22 K: 1 34430, Beyoğlu / İstanbul 

Visiting hours: Tuesday – Saturday | 11.00 – 19.00 

For more information and images: info@labirentsanat.com | +90 212 243 86 81 
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About Artist: 

 

Reach Geblo is a sculptor and a graffiti artist. The artist who was born in 1994 and raised in Üsküdar district of 

Istanbul, discovered graffiti in the early 2000’s. He got his bachelor’s degree from Marmara University Faculty of 

Fine Arts Department of Sculpture. In the recent years, he has found the opportunity to exhibit his works in 

international projects. Among the sources of the artist who aims to investigate new materials to combine 

sculpture and street art discipline instead of referring to public space, street culture, human rights and issues on 

identity and space are encountered. The artist increases the value of the communities in which one cannot get 

involved and which are excluded. He focuses on the past, the alteration at the present time and transformation. 

This alteration is reflected on the individual and the society through space. 


